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A combination of angle-resolved photoemission and scanning tunneling microscopy is used to explore the
possibilities for tailoring the electronic structure of gold atom chains on silicon surfaces. It is shown that the
interchain coupling and the band filling can be adjusted systematically by varying the step spacing via the tilt
angle from Si~111!. Planes with odd Miller indices are stabilized by chains of gold atoms. Metallic bands and
Fermi surfaces are observed. These findings suggest that atomic chains at stepped semiconductor substrates
make a highly flexible class of solids approaching the one-dimensional limit.
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MOTIVATION

It has been predicted for some time that electrons exhibit
fundamentally different properties when confined to move
along a single dimension.1 Single-particle excitations are re-
placed by collective excitations since the wave functions
overlap strongly and become highly correlated. This collec-
tivization has startling consequences on the physics of one-
dimensional systems leading to a variety of unusual phases at
low temperatures.2–5 In a one-dimensional metal even the
identity of individual electrons is lost, instead replaced by
separate spin and charge excitations.3

The theory of correlated electron phases has opened up a
new field of electron physics in one dimension that has led to
a steadily increasing library of predictions for novel electron
behavior. While the predictions give glimpses of exotic phys-
ics, finding direct evidence for spin-charge separation has
proven elusive. The key difficulty lies in engineering one-
dimensional systems with controlled electronic properties.
For example, metallic systems with 1/2-filled bands become
unstable in one dimension due to a Peierls distortion. Among
the few exceptions are carbon nanotubes. They need to be
measured individually in order to select a tube with a specific
diameter and chirality. That limits the applicable probing
techniques to microscopic methods. Here we explore a
complementary approach, where a macroscopic array of
atomic chains is created at a surface by self-assembly. These
structures are robust compared to other classes of quasi-one-
dimensional materials, such as organic charge transfer salts
or transition metal chalcogenides, and they can be fabricated
easily over large areas. Such a structure is ideally matched to
photoemission as a probing method, which is unique in being
able to measure the complete set of quantum numbers of an
electron in a solid: i.e., energy, momentum, spin, and point
group symmetry.6,7

Silicon is chosen as a substrate for the formation of chain
structures for several reasons. The band gap of silicon pre-

vents metallic states at the Fermi surface from coupling to
the substrate both in two dimensions8,9 and in one
dimension.10,11 The Si~111! surface and its vicinal surfaces
~see Fig. 1! exhibit a natural tendency to form anisotropic
reconstructions of metal atoms at the surface. Already the flat
Si~111! surface breaks its threefold symmetry at submono-
layer coverage and forms three domains of anisotropic n

31 structures for many metals.12 Furthermore, the use of
stepped silicon13 introduces an additional anisotropy at the
surface that drives the formation of one-dimensional chain
structures parallel to the step direction, which is @1 1̄ 0# in
our case. With gold atoms the ideal limit of a single chain per
terrace can be achieved.11,12,14–21 We find that most of these
self-assembled gold chains on silicon display metallic states.

Exploring electron behavior in one dimension requires the
tailoring of the parameters that determine the electronic
phase diagram. One of the key parameters for metallic states
is the band filling. The size of the spin-charge separation
effect is determined critically by the strength of the electron-
electron interaction U, but for U greater than the bandwidth
W a 1

2-filled band undergoes a Mott-Hubbard transition to an
insulator, precluding the observation of a metallic Luttinger
liquid. Changing the filling from 1

2 to 1
4 and other fractional

fillings may maintain the metallicity of a band even in the
presence of strong interactions.11,22 An equally important pa-
rameter for fabricating one-dimensional systems is the two-
dimensional coupling strength between adjacent chains,
since exotic physics is predicted only in the limit of small
coupling.

In the present work we demonstrate the capability of tai-
loring one-dimensional electronic states for chains of gold
atoms on stepped silicon surfaces. By tuning the tilt angle of
the surface from ~111! and the gold coverage, chains with
variable spacing are obtained. The band dispersions and
Fermi surfaces for these chains are measured via angle-
resolved photoemission and analyzed in the framework of
normal electron bands, a treatment which seems appropriate
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FIG. 1. Side cutaway showing
the crystal lattice of silicon in the
(1 1̄ 0) plane, which is perpen-
dicular to the steps and to the
~111! surface. Vicinal surfaces
tilted from @1 1 1# towards both

@ 1̄ 1̄ 2# and @1 1 2̄# form a series
of stable step structures with Au.
The dotted lines show the cross
section of the four vicinal surfaces
discussed here. The flat Si~111!

surface corresponds to a horizon-
tal line ~the x axis!.

FIG. 2. ~Color! Structural models ~Ref. 34! for prototypical gold chain structures on stepped Si~111!. ~a! Si~335!-Au, ~b! Si~557!-Au, ~c!

Si~553!-Au, and ~d! Si~775!-Au.
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down to energy scales of 0.1 eV. Exotic correlated states,
such as spinons and holons, are likely to become relevant at
an energy scale of meV, judging from the energy scale of
such states in two-dimensional systems. These chains exhibit
a range of band fillings and interchain couplings, which are
determined directly from the photoemission data. The aim of
this work is the systematic exploration of the options for
varying these parameters. Exploiting the largest possible pa-
rameter space may hold the key to observing exotic physics
in one dimension, including spin-charge separation, which
likely will be found at smaller energy scales.

STRUCTURE OF GOLD CHAINS ON STEPPED Si„111…

Already on flat Si~111! the deposition of gold leads to an
anisotropic 532 chain reconstruction.10,14,23,24 Similar n

31 and n32 reconstructions are formed by deposition of
silver,25 alkali metals,26,27 alkaline earths,26,27 and rare
earths.28 However, for flat substrates the length of the chains
is limited due to the domain structure imposed by the three-
fold symmetry of the underlying lattice, which allows three
equivalent chain directions (@1 1̄ 0# , @0 1 1̄# , @ 1̄ 0 1#).
Stepped silicon surfaces break the threefold symmetry of the
substrate and lead to a single domain if the step edge is
chosen along one of the three equivalent chain directions.
Stepped Si~111! templates have been prepared with high per-
fection by appropriate annealing sequences.29–31 At low
enough coverage there is only a single gold chain in the unit
cell of such vicinal surfaces, while the flat Si(111)5
32-Au structure consists of two Au chains per unit cell.32

Figure 1 shows how vicinal Si~111! surfaces containing
the stable @1 1̄ 0# steps can be classified into two groups, one
tilted with its normal towards the @1 1 2̄# azimuth with one
broken bond at the step edge, the other towards @ 1̄ 1̄ 2# with
two broken bonds. Consider a cut through the silicon crystal
structure perpendicular to the steps. Various vicinal surfaces
intersect the plane of the drawing along the dotted lines. All
possible vicinal surfaces begin at the origin ~the leftmost
lattice point! and end at an equivalent lattice point labeled
with the Miller index of the corresponding vicinal surface
@for example, ~335!, ~557!, ~553!, ~775! for surfaces studied
in detail here#. The two groups of vicinal surfaces have end
points above and below this line, and their normal is tilted
from the @111# direction towards @ 1̄ 1̄ 2# and @1 1 2̄# , re-
spectively. The overall electron count is the same, odd for the
bare Si surface and even after adding one electron from the
Au chain. The diagram in Fig. 1 yields an infinite number of
combinations, where the step spacing can be varied in units
of 0.22 nm ~2/3 of the lattice constant along the @ 1̄ 1̄ 2#
direction!.

Here we select four prototypical orientations, which allow
us to systematically study the dependence of the electronic
structure on the step spacing for both classes of vicinal sur-
faces. They begin with the smallest chain spacing that exhib-
its the desired Au chain structure: i.e., ~335! and ~553!. The
nominal step spacing would be even smaller for ~113! and
~331!, but they form facets with other orientations.33 Sur-
faces with mixed even and odd indices ~to be multiplied by 2

for true Miller indices! do not form useful chain structures.
The four selected surfaces can be thought of as a series of
Si~1 1 1! terraces separated by single silicon steps. The re-
sulting unit cells incorporate atoms from the step edge as
part of the reconstruction. The unit cells of Si~335!-Au and
Si~553!-Au in Fig. 2 consist of single terraces 3-2/3 and
4-1/3 silicon rows wide, plus a single step. Si~557!-Au and
Si~775!-Au contain 5-2/3 and 6-1/3 silicon rows, respec-
tively. These terrace widths determine the interchain spac-
ings for the four structures which range from 1.26 nm for
~335! up to 2.13 nm for ~775!. Additional chain structures
will be described briefly at the end.

Figure 2 shows our most promising ~but not yet final!
structural models of the four orientations studied here. The
models were arrived at through a combination of first-
principles total-energy calculations,16,34 x-ray diffraction,18

calculated versus measured band structures,34 and scanning
tunneling microscope ~STM! images. In the following we
outline our basic approach to constructing the models and
summarize the results of our total-energy calculations. A
more detailed description can be found elsewhere.34

The total-energy calculations were performed in a slab
geometry with up to six layers of Si plus the reconstructed
surface layer; all atomic positions were relaxed except for
the bottom layer, which was passivated. Total energies and
forces were calculated within the local-density approxima-
tion to density-functional theory, using ultrasoft pseudopo-
tentials and a plane-wave basis.35,36 To establish first the ba-
sic features of Au adsorption, we investigated the energetics
of an isolated Au adsorbate on a flat, unreconstructed Si~111!
surface. For this model system, the Au atom very strongly
prefers to substitute into the top Si layer: for example, the
energy gained relative to adsorption above the surface is 1.7
eV. Substitution in the top Si layer is also more favorable
than in the second layer, by 1.4 eV. Such large energy differ-
ences strongly suggest that Au will invariably prefer to oc-
cupy a substitutional site in the topmost Si layer, and hence
all of our models reflect this.

The remaining details of the individual models were elu-
cidated in different ways. For Si~553!-Au, more than 40
structural models were studied with total-energy calcula-

TABLE I. Summary of chain spacings, gold coverages, and tilt
angles from @1 1 1# for several gold chain structures on vicinal
silicon surfaces. The coverages are in units of Si~111! monolayers
~ML!.

Orientation Spacing
~nm!

Au coverage
~ML!

Off-axis
angle

Si(111)532-Au 1.67 0.4 0°
Si~335!-Au 1.26 0.2760.04 14.4° to @ 1̄ 1̄ 2#

Si~557!-Au 1.92 0.1860.04 9.5° to @ 1̄ 1̄ 2#

Si~553!-Au 1.48 0.2460.04 12.5° to @1 1 2̄#

Si~775!-Au 2.13 0.2560.07 8.5° to @1 1 2̄#

Si~995!-Au 2.63 0.1360.04 13.8° to @1 1 2̄#

Si~13 13 7!-Au 3.78 0.0960.04 14.4° to @1 1 2̄#

Si(110)532-Au 2.72 0.3060.07 35.3° to @1 1 2̄#
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tions. The model shown in Fig. 2 has the lowest surface
energy of those considered. It is degenerate, within our esti-
mated precision, with six other models that mainly differ in
the details of the step-edge reconstruction. The model shown
here agrees best with the 133 reconstruction seen by STM
and with the 8/3 electron count determined from the Fermi
surface. For Si~557!-Au, similar studies were carried out for
about 25 structural models. The model shown has the lowest
surface energy. It is similar to a model proposed by Sanchez-
Portal et al.16 ~see also Ref. 37!, but with the addition of Si
adatoms in T4 surface sites @dark blue in Fig. 2~b!#, as sug-
gested by x-ray diffraction.18 We find that these adatoms in-
deed lower the energy slightly. For Si~335!-Au and Si~775!-
Au, no explicit calculations were performed, and the models
shown here simply represent analogs of other surfaces. The
model shown for Si~775!-Au is a simple transfer of a struc-
ture proposed recently38 for flat Si(111)532-Au onto a ter-
race, and the model for Si~335!-Au is a truncation of the
Si~557!-Au structure.

The energetically favorable models for both the
Si~553!-Au and Si~557!-Au often contain a group of nearly
planar p-bonded Si atoms which may be viewed as a strip of
graphitic Si atoms. This p bonding, like the p-bonded 2
31 chain reconstruction of cleaved Si~111!,39 significantly
reduces the surface energy on Si~111!. This structural ele-
ment appears in our ~335!, ~557!, and ~775! models as the
common ‘‘honeycomb chain’’ subunit shown in red. This
feature is well established as an elementary building block of
the alkali-induced 331 reconstruction of Si~111!.26 Its reap-
pearance in our models for Au-induced reconstructions is
therefore, we believe, a plausible possibility. Note that in
these vicinal orientations the Si honeycomb generally ap-
pears at the step edge and hence may be a viable alternative
to step rebonding, reconstruction, or decoration.

A special feature of the Si~553!-Au structure, and possibly
the other structures, too, consists of extra Si atoms attached
to the step edge @dark blue in Fig. 2~c!#. There are many
possible arrangements with similar energies (132, 133,
monomers, dimers, different sites!. These might be respon-
sible for mobile Si atoms at the step edges that form 132

FIG. 3. Images of four chain structures of gold on silicon: ~a!

Si~335!-Au, ~b! Si~557!-Au, ~c! Si~553!-Au, and ~d! Si~775!-Au. In
addition to atomic chains there are point defects which play a role
in doping the chains. They appear as dark voids for small chain
spacing ~a!, ~c! and as bright protrusions for large spacing ~b!, ~d!.
25355 nm2 STM images, filled states at 21 V sample bias for ~a!,
~c!, and empty states at 12 V for ~b!, ~d!.

FIG. 4. Band dispersions in the chain direc-
tion kx for two pairs of Au chain structures on
stepped Si~111!: Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-Au,
Si~553!-Au, and Si~775!-Au. The upper pair ex-
hibits a doublet of nearly half-filled bands ~la-
beled 2!, the lower pair an additional quarter-
filled band ~labeled 1!. The bottom of all bands
lies at the one-dimensional Brillouin zone bound-
ary A1 , while the region near the zone center G

~left! lacks surface states due to the presence of
bulk bands. Backfolded bands due to period dou-
bling along the chain are indicated by dotted lines
and primed labels.
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and 133 superlattices when pinned by defects @see a
close-up STM image of Si~553!-Au in Ref. 11#. They are
also responsible for doping the chains and creating a frac-
tional electron count of 8/3 in Si~553!-Au ~see below!.

The Au chains are affected very little by period doubling
and tripling in other parts of the unit cell. Their positions are
locked in by three backbonds to the Si substrate. There is no
evidence for dimerization of the Au atoms from either x-ray
diffraction, which is sensitive to heavy atoms,18 or from
total-energy calculations, which favor symmetric lattice po-
sitions, not dimers.34 The only exceptions are Si(111)5
32-Au and Si~775!-Au, which contain two Au chains per
unit cell with a left-right buckling in Fig. 2~d!.

FABRICATION OF Au CHAINS

Gold chains are produced by self-assembly on Si using a
straightforward deposition and annealing sequence. First,
clean silicon surfaces are prepared using a previously opti-
mized heating sequence31 that produces straight, regularly
spaced steps on vicinal silicon wafers. Next, the appropriate
gold coverage ~see Table I! is deposited with the surface at
an elevated temperature of 650 °C. Optimum long-range or-
der is achieved via a final flash to 850 °C for a few seconds
followed by slow cooling over several minutes. The deposi-
tion of gold strongly rearranges the vicinal surfaces, e.g., by
breaking up triple steps40 on clean Si~557! into single steps
on Si~557!-Au. The optimum coverage is a single gold atom
per unit cell for Si~335!-Au,17 Si~557!-Au,15,18,19,41 and
Si~553!-Au.11 Si~775!-Au requires more gold, almost two at-
oms per unit cell, similar to the two gold chains for
Si(111)-532-Au.

Figure 3 compares STM images for the four related chain
structures of gold on silicon: Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-Au,

Si~553!-Au, and Si~775!-Au. They exhibit long atomic
chains with the chain spacing ranging from 1.26 to 2.13 nm
between the different step structures ~Table I!. The chains
extend over long distances ~hundreds of nm!, only inter-
rupted by occasional steps crossing the chains due to a slight
azimuthal misorientation of the surface ~not shown!.

The perfection of the chains is mainly limited by point
defects, which appear either as dark voids @for the two sur-
faces with small chain spacing, Si~553!-Au and Si~335!-Au#
or as bright protrusions @for the two surfaces with large chain
spacing, Si~775!-Au and Si~557!-Au#. Their density is in-
versely correlated with the momentum width of the elec-
tronic states in photoemission. Si~335!-Au has the highest
defect density, Si~553!-Au the lowest. Correspondingly, the
momentum distributions in photoemission are sharpest for
Si~553!-Au and broadest for Si~335!-Au. There is some evi-
dence that the defects influence the electronic structure by
doping the chains. For example, a 133 ordering of voids in
Si~553!-Au is able to explain a fractional electron count of
8/3 electrons per Au atom by having two extra Si atoms in
the unit cell.11 On Si(111)532-Au a half-filled 534 lattice
of extra Si atoms provides just the right band filling for the
structure with the lowest total energy.23,38

The optimum tunneling conditions were found at positive
sample bias ~empty states! in the case of Si~557!-Au and
Si~775!-Au and at negative bias ~filled states! for the other
two structures. Both empty- and filled-state images of
Si~557!-Au and Si~775!-Au show chains with a doubled 1
32 period. The void structures on the other two structures
tend to order into a tripled 133 periodicity. An additional
weak 132 periodicity appears in the valleys between the
chains for Si~553!-Au ~for a detailed STM image see Ref.
11!. In order to identify the chains seen in the STM images
we compare them to the structural models in Fig. 2. The
atoms visible to STM are most likely not Au chain atoms,
but Si atoms with broken bonds, such as the Si adatoms for
Si~557!-Au @dark blue in Fig. 2~b!# and the Si atoms at the
step edge. The Au atoms are more electronegative than Si
and bind one Si electron with their s,p electrons in a low-
lying state16 that is not visible in STM.

BAND DISPERSIONS

E(kx ,ky) band dispersions were obtained using a Scienta
200 spectrometer with E, q multidetection using p-polarized
synchrotron radiation at hn534 eV, where the cross section
of the surface states peaks ~for details see Refs. 9 and 14!.
Figure 4 displays the band dispersion E(kx) along the chain
direction for all four chain structures. The photoemission in-
tensity is plotted in a gray scale with high intensity shown
dark. A shallow high-pass filter eliminates slow intensity
variations and makes the E(k) relation better visible. These
data are for a sample temperature of ,100 K @150 K for
Si~557!-Au#, colder than our previously published measure-
ments on the Si~557!-Au and Si~553!-Au surfaces.11,15 The
band dispersions in Fig. 4 are given with respect to the Fermi
level EF and the position of the valence-band maximum
~VBM! of Si indicated as well. It was obtained from Si 2p

core-level data taken together with the valence-band results

FIG. 5. Brillouin zones for the four Au chain structures ~neglect-
ing superlattice formation!. Increased chain spacing makes the Bril-
louin zone narrower in the direction perpendicular to the chains
(ky), such that the zigzag zone boundary straddling the A1 point
approaches a truly one-dimensional line. A2 corresponds to the zone
boundary after doubling the period along the chain.
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~for the method see Ref. 42 and 43!. At low temperatures
there is a substantial photovoltage, particularly with n-type
samples, which makes an absolute determination of the
Fermi level uncertain by about 50 meV. Therefore, we can
only say that these surfaces are metallic within the uncer-
tainty of the Fermi level determination, possibly larger for
the semimetallic Si~775!-Au surface.

Si~553!-Au exhibits three metallic bands that disperse
along the chain direction kx , all with minima at the Brillouin
zone boundary of the 131 unit cell (A1 in Fig. 5!. These are
a single upper band ~labeled 1! and a close pair of lower
bands ~labeled 2!. Interestingly, all of the bands observed for
the four different structures appear to be a subset of these
three. The direction of the tilt angle with respect to ~111!
plays a key role in determining the band structure. The two
surfaces that are tilted towards @ 1̄ 1̄2# , Si~335!-Au and
Si~557!-Au, display only band 2, while the two surfaces
tilted towards @112̄# , Si~553!-Au and Si~775!-Au, display
both the inner band 1 and the outer doublet 2. The cross
section of the metallic bands versus photon energy is similar
to that of silicon broken-bond states, which peaks at hn
534 eV relative to that of the bulk bands.14 This leads us to
assign the metallic bands to rows of silicon broken bonds—
for example, those at the step edges or those pointing to-
wards the gold atoms. This would be compatible with the
electronegativity argument given above.

Weak additional bands 18 and 28 are observed for
Si~775!-Au and Si~553!-Au that correspond to a backfolding
of bands of 1 and 2 at the 132 zone boundary A2 . In the

case of Si~553!-Au a duplicate 18 of 1 is visible in the second
Brillouin zone at the far right of Fig. 4, shifted by a 132
reciprocal lattice vector. In the case of Si~775! the band
structure is nearly symmetric about A2 , showing backfolded
versions of both 1 and 2. Such backfolding suggests period
doubling along the chains accompanied by a small band gap
at the new zone boundary A2 . Such gaps are not resolved
here, but a recent study of Si~557!-Au finds indeed
temperature-dependent gaps at this point,21 even though
backfolding has not been observed yet for this surface.
Doubled periods are seen in STM for many of these surfaces.
Not all of them are directly related to the Au chains, such as
the Si adatoms on Si~557!-Au which create a strong corru-
gation with doubled period in STM, but affect the Au chains
very little @see Fig. 2~b!#. However, the second chain in
Si~557!-Au which corresponds to the step edge has been ob-
served to dimerize at low temperatures where the gap
opens.21 For Si~553!-Au there is a weak double period in the
valleys between the bright single-period chains, mostly adja-
cent to 133 pinning centers @not shown; see Ref. 11, Fig.
3~d! for a high-resolution image#. For Si~775!-Au one ex-
pects strong backfolding due to the left-right buckling of the
two Au chains @Fig. 2~d!#.

Precise E(kx) band dispersions are obtained by fitting
Lorentzians to the individual momentum distribution curves
~MDC’s! taken from the left panels of Fig. 4. The resulting
peak positions are plotted in the panels on the right side of
Fig. 4 as solid circles. In the case of Si~775!-Au the flatness
of the bands in the vicinity of the Fermi surface makes fitting
to MDC’s inaccurate and thus peak positions are determined
using energy distribution curves ~EDC’s!, shown as open
circles. To quantify the band parameters for each surface the
data are modeled by a tight-binding calculation with three
coupling parameters: t1 and t3 for the first and second
neighbors along the chains ~at x56a , x562a) and t2 for
the first neighbors in the adjacent chains ~at x561/2, y5

FIG. 6. Fermi surfaces of the four Au chain
structures: Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-Au, Si~553!-Au, and Si~775!-Au
~at EF20.1 eV). The corresponding portions of the Brillouin zone
are shown in Fig. 5. High photoemission intensity is dark. The
Fermi surface of a one-dimensional structure consists of vertical
lines ~Fermi points along kx spread out into lines along ky). Small
undulations in these lines indicate weak two-dimensional coupling.
The labels refer to the corresponding bands in Fig. 4 ~2 for the
doublet of nearly half-filled bands, 1 for the quarter-filled band, and
28,18 for replicas from back-folding at the point of half filling A2).

TABLE II. Band parameters calculated from the E(kx) band
dispersions and Fermi surfaces for Au chains on stepped Si~1 1 1!.
The bandwidth is Wx54t1 along kx . The bottom of the band is
Emin5E022t112t3 . The effective masses range from 0.3 to 0.65.
The band filling is given by ^kF&/(p/a), with a filling of 1 corre-
sponding to two electrons per chain atom.

Band Filling E0 @eV# t1 @eV# t3 @eV# t2 @eV#

Si~335!-Au 2 0.38 0.7 0.85 0.05
2 0.43 0.32 0.66 0.04

Si~557!-Au 2 0.42 0.36 0.68 ,0.02 ,0.01
2 0.49 0.04 0.54 ,0.02 ,0.01

Si~553!-Au 1 0.27 1.28 0.96 ,0.03 0.08
2 0.51 0.04 0.73 0.065 0.016
2 0.56a

20.16 0.63 0.065 0.016
Si~775!-Aub 1 b 0.98 0.96 ,0.03 ;0.02

2 b 20.11 0.73 0.065 ,0.007
2 b 20.31 0.63 0.065 ,0.006

aThis value corrects an earlier typographic in Ref. 11. See Ref. 45.
bThe flat bands near EF are nearly filled, suggesting a semi metallic
band structure with just the band maxima touching the Fermi level.
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6b). The constants a and b are the atomic spacings along
and between the chains. The resulting band dispersion and
Fermi surface are given by

E~kx ,ky!5E01t1@exp~ ikxa !1exp~2ikxa !#

1t3@exp~ ikx2a !1exp~2ikx2a !#

1
1
2 t2$exp@ i~kxa/21kyb !#

1exp@ i~kxa/22kyb !#

1exp@ i~2kxa/21kyb !#

1exp@ i~2kxa/22kyb !#%

5E012@ t1 cos~kxa !1t3 cos~2kxa !

1t2 cos~kxa/2!cos~kyb !#

and

ky~kx!5b21 arccos$@ 1
2 ~EF2E0!2t1 cos~kxa !

2t3 cos~2kxa !#/t2 cos~kxa/2!%

~Ref. 11! ~for a basic introduction to the tight-binding model
see Ref. 44!. For Si~553!-Au the band parameters have been
determined previously.11 For Si~775!-Au bands 1 and 2 are
modeled by using the fits for Si~553!-Au and shifting them
by 20.3 and 20.15 eV, respectively.

FERMI SURFACES AND DIMENSIONALITY

Figure 6 shows the Fermi surfaces of the three metallic
chain structures @Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-Au, Si~553!-Au# and
an energy surface at EF20.1 eV for Si~775!-Au where bands
1 and 2 are clearly resolvable. Si~775!-Au exhibits very flat
bands near the Fermi level that touch EF with their maxima
and give rise to semimetallic Fermi points. These occur near
A26gx/16 where gx52GA1 is the reciprocal lattice vector
along x. The regions of the Brillouin zone covered by each of
the panels in Fig. 6 are identical to the corresponding panels
in Fig. 5. The Fermi surfaces in Fig. 6 are labeled the same
way as the bands in Fig. 4 to facilitate the comparison.

At a first glance the constant energy surfaces are close to
the expectation for a one-dimensional system—i.e., Fermi
points stretched out into straight lines along ky ~perpendicu-
lar to the chains!. Upon closer inspection some of these
Fermi lines exhibit oscillations which correspond to a weak
two-dimensional coupling between the chains. A fully two-
dimensional Fermi surface tends to become a closed curve,
such as the Fermi circle of a free electron and the circles
observed9 for two-dimensional )3) and A213A21 struc-
tures of Au and Ag on Si~111!. The deviation of the Fermi
surfaces from straight lines increases for smaller chain spac-
ings @Si~335!-Au and Si~553!-Au#, as expected from the bet-
ter overlap between the wave functions.

To quantify the two-dimensional coupling we use again
fits to MDC’s, such as those shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
amplitude of these oscillations defines the interchain cou-
pling strength t2 in a tight-binding model,11 and the resulting
coupling strengths are tabulated in Table II for each of the

structures. This two-dimensional coupling can be compared
to the one-dimensional coupling along the chains t1 and their
ratio quantifies the dimensionality of the bands. For the
double band 2 we obtain t1 /t2517 in Si~335!-Au, t1 /t2
546,39 in Si~553!-Au, t1 /t2.60 for Si~557!-Au, and t1 /t2
.100 for Si~775!-Au, where no oscillations are detectable
within our detection limit of 60.002 Å21. Band 1 also ex-
hibits oscillations that are particularly strong for Si~553!-Au,
resulting in a ratio t1 /t2512. As one might expect from the
wave function overlap, the strength of the interchain cou-
pling depends critically on the distance between the chains
and decreases radically for larger spacings. However, with
the chain spacing fixed, not every band has the same dimen-
sionality. The individual character of the wave function does
matter. The results demonstrate great flexibility for tuning
the dimensionality in these chain structures with a range of at
least an order of magnitude. These values can be compared
to three-dimensional chain structures, such as the Bechgaard
salts where a ratio of t1 /t2'10 has been reported.4

BAND FILLING

Another electronic property that can be tailored in gold
chain structures is the band filling. Luttinger’s theorem al-
lows a quantitative determination of the band fillings from
the area inside the Fermi surface, as long as perturbation
theory still holds.46 The normalization is provided by the
area of the Brillouin zone, which corresponds to two elec-
trons ~with opposite spins! per band ~compare Figs. 5 and 6
which cover the same areas of k space!. Tight-binding fits to
Fermi surfaces are used for an accurate determination of

FIG. 7. Quantitative evaluation of the Fermi surface and band
filling via momentum distribution curves ~MDC’s! along the chain
direction kx . From top to bottom, Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-Au,
Si~553!-Au ~all at EF), and Si~775!-Au ~at EF20.1 eV). ky is fixed
at 6p/2b ~upper/lower curves!, the average points of the ky disper-
sion ~marked by arrows in Fig. 6!. The peaks are labeled the same
way as in Figs. 4 and 6.
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their area. The resulting filling is listed in Table II for band 1

and the two components of band 2. For Si~775!-Au the Fermi
surface degenerates into semimetallic points.

Already a glance at the Fermi surfaces in Fig. 6 reveals a
systematic increase in the filling of the common doublet
band 2 when going from top to bottom. For Si~335!-Au, both
branches cross the Fermi level well inside the A2 point,
which corresponds to half filling. For Si~557!-Au the cross-
ings are just inside the A2 point with the outer band touching
A2 , thereby indication a filling of nearly 1

2. For Si~553!-Au
the two branches lie just outside A2 and yield a filling some-
what larger than 1

2. For Si~775! band 2 becomes completely
filled if one considers the flat bands near EF as continuations
of this band ~see Fig. 4!. Even taking it as a separate band
using the fit curves on the right of Fig. 4 it is slightly more
filled than for the other surfaces. Adding the filling of all
bands one obtains a monotonically increasing overall filling
of 0.81, 0.91, and 1.34 bands for Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-Au,
and Si~553!-Au. The corresponding number of electrons per
chain atom is twice as much—i.e., 1.62, 1.82, and 2.68. In
the case of Si~557!-Au, our band filling is slightly lower than
in Ref. 21. The difference could be due to a different density
of extra Si atoms on top of the chains that might act as
dopants.11,38

Simple electron counting provides a first insight into the
experimental band filling. Adding the unpaired s,p electrons
of a Au atom to the number of broken bonds in an unrecon-
structed 131 unit cell gives an even number of electrons for
all four chain structures. Introducing extra Si atoms into a

reconstructed unit cell adds four extra valence electrons per
Si atom. That does not change the parity of the electron
count. Thus the observation of fractional overall electron
counts deviating significantly from the nearest even number
~52! cannot be explained by such a simple model. For
Si~553!-Au there is an explanation that is based on a tripled
unit cell.11 Adding two extra Si atoms at the step edge @dark
blue in Fig. 2~c!# provides 8/3'2.67 extra electrons per
chain atom, which agrees with the observed count of 2.68
within the experimental accuracy. The other two surfaces are
not easily explained in this fashion. Most likely, the many
defects in Si~335!-Au act as dopants, and the fewer defects in
Si~557!-Au might explain why its electron count is closer to
the even number 2. Si~553!-Au is the most perfect of the
chain structures we studied and therefore the most straight-
forward to explain.

The band structure of Si~775!-Au with its almost two gold
chains per unit cell is actually quite similar to that of
Si(111)532-Au ~Ref. 14!, which contains two complete
chains.47 Both surfaces have a high band filling with extra
flat bands near the Fermi level making them almost semime-
tallic. This prompted us to use a structure similar to
Si(111)532-Au as a model for the terrace of Si~775!-Au in
Fig. 2~d!. Interestingly, the Si(111)532-Au surface appears
to be stabilized by a lattice gas of additional Si atoms that
provide the energetically optimal band filling.31,38 Thus au-
todoping by built-in defects might be a common phenom-
enon in these chain structures.

MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION AT EF

The states near the Fermi level, which are responsible for
the possible formation of exotic low-dimensional states, are
analyzed more quantitatively in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 ad-
dresses the band filling and Fig. 8 the coupling perpendicular
to the chains. Cuts through the Fermi surface are shown
along the chain direction kx , with ky chosen to eliminate the
ky dispersion in Fig. 7 and to maximize it in Fig. 8. Thus
both cuts in Fig. 7 should exhibit the same peaks and a
consistency check between the two curves eliminates spuri-
ous features, such as a variable background or cross section
changes in k space. In contrast, Fig. 8 shows MDC’s with ky

values located half way between the cuts of Fig. 7 which
represent the points with maximum ky dispersion. A shift
between the dashed and full curves is a measure of the per-
pendicular coupling t2 . It is visible for the two structures
with the closer chains, Si~335!-Au and Si~553!-Au. These
MDC’s also confirm the doublet character of band 2 for
Si~335!-Au and Si~775!-Au which is difficult to see in the
grayscale images. For Si~335!-Au the second component ap-
pears only as a shoulder, but it is verified by Lorentzian x2

fits.
Backfolded bands become visible for both Si~553!-Au

and Si~775!-Au and provide quantitative evidence for a pe-
riod doubling. These additional peaks, labeled 18 and 28, are
symmetric to peaks 1 and 2 with respect to the 132 zone
boundary A2 . This is verified by Lorentzian fits about a com-
mon symmetry point, which turns out to be A2 with an un-
certainty of 0.01 Å21.

FIG. 8. Perpendicular band dispersion obtained from MDC’s in
kx taken at the two external points of the ky dispersion (ky5p/b ,
05dashed, solid lines!. From top to bottom, Si~335!-Au, Si~557!-
Au, Si~553!-Au ~all at EF), and Si~775!-Au ~at EF20.1 eV). A
weak two-dimensional dispersion is observed for state 2 in
Si~335!-Au and for states 1 and 2 in Si~553!-Au. This dispersion is
absent for state 2 on the surfaces with large chain spacing @Si~557!-
Au and Si~775!-Au#. Note that the kx scale covers only half the
range of Fig. 7.
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RELATED CHAIN STRUCTURES

The crystal lattice of Si offers many options for creating
step lattices beyond the two sequences discussed so far. The
Si~111!532-Au structure will be discussed in more detail
elsewhere @J. L. McChesney ~unpublished!#. Figure 1 shows
that apart from terraces separated by single steps there are
facets containing multiple steps per unit cell. Many of them
produce stable chain structures, such as
Si(337)231-Au,20,48–50 Si~5 5 11!-Au,48–50 Si~225!-Au,20,33

and Si(110)532-Au.51 Several of them exhibit metallic
bands similar to those described in the present study. The
most promising of these are listed in Table I.

We find that Si~995!-Au and Si~13 13 7!-Au can be ex-
plained in the same scheme as Si~553!-Au. The gold cover-
ages are stoichiometric with a single gold chain per unit cell.
Furthermore, their miscut angles are very similar to Si~553!
so that all three surfaces can be prepared on the same orien-
tation of silicon wafer simply by changing the gold coverage.
We hypothesize that the unit cells of both Si~995!-Au and
Si~13 13 7!-Au contain the Si~553!-Au structure as a subunit
with the remaining space made up by pure silicon. This
model is supported by our measured Fermi surfaces and band
structures for Si~13 13 7!-Au ~not shown!, which are very
similar to Si~553!-Au exhibiting both the 1

4-filled inner band
and the 1

2-filled outer doublet. The fillings of 0.34 and 0.57
are comparable to those for Si~553!-Au. The extra silicon
rows do not contribute significantly to the band structure
near the Fermi level, which could be explained by the pres-
ence of Si adatoms that saturate the extra dangling bonds.

A previous study of Si(337)231-Au reported a single
metallic band that crosses the Fermi level at the half-filling
point kF5p/2a .20 This half-filled band is reminiscent of the
nearly half-filled doublet for Si~557!-Au and Si~335!-Au,
which are tilted in the same direction.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we give an overview of a new class of low-
dimensional structures obtained by deposition of gold atoms
onto stepped silicon surfaces. They consist of chains of gold
atoms and rows of silicon broken bonds in a self-assembled
array. Structural models are given that are based on total-
energy calculations. Angle-resolved photoemission measure-

ments of these chain structures reveal metallic bands whose
Fermi surfaces are nearly one dimensional. It is possible to
systematically vary the dimensionality by controlling the
spacing of the gold chains via the tilt angle of the substrate
from Si~111! and by adjusting the gold coverage accordingly.
The two-dimensional versus one-dimensional coupling
strengths are measured directly from oscillations around
straight Fermi lines, revealing an inverse correlation between
the two-dimensional coupling strength and the interchain
spacing. The ratios of intrachain to interchain couplings
range over an order of magnitude from t1 /t2512 for
Si~553!-Au to t1 /t2.100 for Si~775!-Au.

Apart from the dimensionality there are other characteris-
tics of the electronic structure that can be tailored systemati-
cally, most notably the band filling. Bands with a filling from
1
4-filled to over 1

2-filled are achieved. The fractional total elec-
tron count results from doping of the chains by extra silicon
atoms that reside in the two-dimensional unit cell surround-
ing a one-dimensional chain. Such fractional fillings will be
helpful for increasing the electron correlations that produce
exotic electronic states while suppressing a Mott-Hubbard
transition to an insulator, which occurs in a half-filled
band.11,22 One-quarter-filled bands in other quasi-one-
dimensional compounds, such as the Bechgaard salts, have
produced strongly correlated Mott states, charge-density-
wave phases with spinon and soliton excitations, and hints of
Luttinger liquid behavior.5,52–58 The abundance of gold chain
reconstructions on silicon suggests the promise of a large
degree of control over the electronic structure, which should
make it possible to explore a large region of the electronic
phase diagram and to find some of the exotic states predicted
for one-dimensional electrons.
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